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and keep getting a string was not recognized as valid
name. Here is my code: if

(search.Contains(searchInput)) {
MessageBox.Show("ID already exists"); } search is a

string from the main file, searchInput is the string from
the 2nd file. A: If your files are actual.txt files you

could use the StreamReader.ReadLine() method to
read a line of the file. Then, you could do something
like the following: string lineFromFile1 = ""; string

lineFromFile2 = ""; // Read the strings from the text
files while (lineFromFile1.Length!= 0 ||

lineFromFile2.Length!= 0) { lineFromFile1 =
sr1.ReadLine(); lineFromFile2 = sr2.ReadLine(); //

Compare the strings if (lineFromFile1.Length!= 0 &&
lineFromFile2.Length!= 0 && lineFromFile1.Length!=

lineFromFile2.Length) { // If they were the same length
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